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 3 
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 5 

Abstract 6 

Protection layers are often used to prevent scour and erosion, e.g. prevention of scour 7 

around wind turbine foundations. However, several cases exist where installed scour 8 

protection has settled, where loss of sediment through the amour layer can explain the 9 

failure. This paper presents the use of a detailed LES-DEM model to study sediment 10 

particles in porous media. Firstly, a simple idealised case was setup of the removal of 11 

sediment from an idealised cavity beneath a smooth turbulent boundary layer. The model 12 

showed the penetration of turbulence, mainly in the form of sweep events, into the cavity. 13 

This high momentum would at times reach the bottom and entrain the fine sediments. The 14 

sediment would subsequently roll over and form a pile and at times be suspended from 15 

the return flow of the penetrating turbulence. Finally, a more realistic armour layer was 16 

set up with a series of closely packed spheres. Fine sediments were seeded at the bed. A 17 

hydraulically rough boundary layer was developed over the armour layer, where turbulent 18 

statistics from the model compared well against experiments. Turbulent structures 19 

characteristic to the bursting process were identified in the rough wall case. The 20 

penetration of sweep events entrain and suspending the finer sediments was detailed. The 21 

flushing of cavities from passing ejection events was also presented.  22 

Introduction 23 

Large porous structures are used in for instance stone covers for pipelines, scour 24 

protection, armour- and filter layers in rubble mound breakwaters. They present an area 25 

where currents, waves and turbulence often have a large influence on the structural 26 

design. Studies of porous structures are generic in nature as porous structures often are an 27 
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important part of common hydraulic, coastal and offshore structures. New protection 28 

measures such as artificial reefs that apart from acting as coastal protection also support 29 

recreational activities such as surfing, fishing, and diving activities might increase the use 30 

of porous structures. Porous structures can also be seen in other structures such as fish 31 

cages, (Chen and Christensen 2018), floating breakwaters (Christensen et al. 2018) and 32 

in studies of porous bed as in (Corvaro et al. 2010), and (Nielsen et al. 2013). The failure 33 

of scour protection due to winnowing of sediment was studied in (Nielsen et al. 2011). 34 

In order to mitigate against scour, a scour protection can be installed. This typically 35 

comprises of dumped stones around the structure. The protection works to armour the 36 

finer sediment grains from the enhanced bed stresses applied from the hydrodynamic 37 

mechanisms mentioned in the previous section. Design of the scour protection is site 38 

specific depending on the hydrodynamic conditions. The protection layer can failure in 39 

three ways; loss or movement of the protection stones, winnowing or suction removal of 40 

finer, and edge scour. Edge scour occurs at the perimeter of the protection layer, wherein 41 

the event of a scour hole development can cause stones of the protection layer to be 42 

become unstable, (Petersen et al. 2012, 2015). Such a loss of material can result in sinking 43 

of the armour stones. Winnowing between armour layers has been studied experimentally 44 

for current, waves and breaking waves (Dixen et al. 2008; Nielsen et al. 2013; Sumer et 45 

al. 2001). The loss of cover stones occurs when the critical Shields parameter for the rocks 46 

in the protective layer is exceeded, causing the material to displace. One can design a 47 

static scour protection using the critical Shields criteria, a ratio of agitation force of the 48 

shear stress over the stabilizing immersed weight of the protective stones. In the case of 49 

a monopile, the amplification of the shear stress around the pile has been studied 50 

extensively, in both experimental and numerical tests (Baykal et al. 2015; Roulund et al. 51 

2005; Sumer et al. 1997). Another design approach was presented in (De Vos et al. 2012). 52 

This criterion allows for some movement or allowable damage of the protection layer in 53 

order to be less conservative than a design that would be derived based on a critical 54 

Shields parameter (i.e. ensuring no movement). 55 

During recent years studies of flow in porous media with large eddy simulations 56 

have enlightened detailed flow features over an inside the porous media as the following 57 

examples show. (Liu and Prosperetti 2011) studied the finite-Reynolds-number three-58 

dimensional flow in a channel bounded by one and two parallel porous walls. The porous 59 
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medium was modelled by spheres in a cubic arrangement. The results showed that lift 60 

force acts on the spheres. Further, slip velocity at the surface of the porous layers was 61 

analysed.  In (Liu et al. 2017) the results of a large eddy simulation of the flow over an 62 

array of wall-mounted boulders placed on a rough, permeable bed was studied. First- and 63 

second-order turbulence statistics obtained through laboratory data validated the 64 

numerical simulations. (Mazzuoli and Uhlmann 2017) conducted direct numerical 65 

simulation of open-channel flow over a bed of spheres arranged in a regular pattern. Bulk 66 

Reynolds number and roughness Reynolds number (based on sphere diameter) were 67 

approximately 6900 and 120, respectively, for which the flow regime was fully rough. 68 

(Kuwata and Suga 2017) investigated components of the anisotropic permeability tensor 69 

of porous media to understand what influences turbulence over porous walls.  (Fang et al. 70 

2018) investigated the effects of bed permeability on the turbulent characteristics of 71 

macro-rough flow at a high Reynolds number. Large-eddy simulation (LES) of flows over 72 

three cases with different permeability values having the identical structure of surface 73 

elements was conducted.   74 

The removal of sediment from a cavity in a hydraulically rough current boundary 75 

layer was described by (Sumer et al., 2001) from experimental observations. Here the 76 

rough boundary layer was created from a stone cover placed on the bed of a hydraulic 77 

flume. For visualizing the removal mechanism, a single particle was placed in between a 78 

stone cavity and the subsequent removal into the main flow was described from 79 

simultaneous flow visualization and Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA) velocity 80 

measurements of both stream-wise and vertical velocity. The described mechanism for 81 

the removal of the particle was due to initial entrainment from a vortex formed within the 82 

cavity, followed by an ejection for the vortex and the particle. Experiments using sand 83 

instead of a single particle were also performed and provided in the paper where the same 84 

process was visualized. The accompanying LDA measurements revealed a correlation of 85 

the streamwise and vertical fluctuations in the cavity, following the removal of the vortex. 86 

(Zhao et al. 2020) investigated the influence of particle shapes on the characteristics of 87 

particle saltation and, thereby, to improve the accuracy of existing bedload transport 88 

formulas, the numerical simulation results concerning saltation characteristics of 89 

variously shaped particles over a flatbed were analyzed. The study (Sumer et al. 2001) 90 

gave fundamental insights to suction of particle between armour blocks. Still, the reason 91 
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for the ejection of the vortex remained unclear. This was partly the motivation for the 92 

following CFD analysis. Further, the present studies is expected to shed light over the 93 

possibilities of using a coupled Computational Fluid Dynamics – Discrete Element 94 

Method (CFD-DEM) model CFD-DEM model to analyse basic sediment transport 95 

processes inside large porous media as for instance armour protection layers.  96 

The following chapter outlines the CFD-DEM model to gain insight into the 97 

transport of sediment particles from their interaction with turbulent eddies. This is 98 

followed with a case of an idealized cavity under a turbulent boundary layer where 99 

sediment particles are placed initially at the bottom of the cavity. Then, a more realistic 100 

application is presented where a turbulent rough boundary layer is modelled over the 101 

closely packed arrangement of armour spheres on a bed. Finally, the study is summarized 102 

and concluded. 103 

Numerical Methodology 104 

The model meshing and numerical calculations were performed using the C++ CFD 105 

toolbox OpenFOAM® (OF) (“OpenFOAM, The open source CFD toolbox” 2018). The 106 

following section outlines the implemented turbulence model, boundary conditions and 107 

sediment transport models within the OpenFOAM framework. 108 

Flow equations 109 

The CFD model is a Large Eddy Simulation (LES) model solving the spatially 110 

filtered Navier Stokes Equations as presented in eqs. (1), and (2): 111 

𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 + 𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗

𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗

= −
1
𝜌𝜌
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖

+ 𝜈𝜈
𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗

�
𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗

+
𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖

� −
𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝚤𝚤′𝑢𝑢�����𝑗𝑗′

𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗
+ 𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 

(1) 

 112 
𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖

= 0 
(2) 

where 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 is the filtered or resolved component of velocity, 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖′  is the component of the 113 

unresolved subgrid velocity, 𝜕𝜕 is the filtered pressure and 𝜈𝜈 is the kinematic viscosity of 114 

the fluid. The term 𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 in eq. (1) represents a body force term, which in the case of a 115 

steady current can be equated to the friction velocity 𝑢𝑢𝑓𝑓  as follows: 116 

𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 = 𝑢𝑢𝑓𝑓2/ℎ (3) 
where ℎ is the height of the channel.  117 
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Closure for the third term on the right hand side of eq. (1) which accounts for the 118 

unresolved subgrid stresses (SGS) was approximated by the Boussinesq approximation, 119 

which is analogous to Newtons’ law of friction: 120 

 

−𝑢𝑢𝚤𝚤′𝑢𝑢𝚥𝚥′�������� = 𝜈𝜈𝑡𝑡 �
𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗

+
𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖

� 

(4) 

Where 𝜈𝜈𝑡𝑡  is the subgrid eddy viscosity, which accounts for the turbulence which is 121 

unresolved by the numerical grid. The eddy viscosity 𝜈𝜈𝑡𝑡 is modelled by the Smagorinsky 122 

Model (Smagorinsky 1963), which is derived from the Prandtl’s mixing length model as 123 

follows: 124 

𝜈𝜈𝑡𝑡 = 𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠2Δ2𝑠𝑠 (5) 
Where Δ is the filter width, defined in this model by the dimensions of the grid cells as: 125 

Δ = (ΔxΔyΔz)
1
3 (6) 

The parameter 𝑠𝑠 in eq. (6) is defined as: 126 

𝑠𝑠 = �2𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗�
1
2 

(7) 

Where 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗  is the strain rate tensor: 127 

𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗 =
1
2�

𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗

+
𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖

� 
(8) 
 

𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠 is the Smagirinsky constant. This is evaluated dynamically at each grid cell by the 128 

method of (Lilly 1992), which improves the original dynamic method of (Germano et al. 129 

1991). 130 

The solution is based on a finite volume discretization, where pressure-velocity 131 

coupling was solved using the Pressure Implicit with Splitting Operator (PISO) ((Ferziger 132 

and Peric´ 2002)) algorithm.  The time-integration was the 2nd order upwind Euler (called 133 

backward in OpenFOAM), see (Lee 2017). The Gauss linear Upwind (LUD) resolved the 134 

convective terms, while central differences was used for diffusive terms. This leads to a 135 

spatial resolution close to second order. The pressure equation that can be derived from 136 

the continuity equation was solved using Geometric-Algebraic Multi-Grid solver 137 

(GAMG), while the momentum equations, eq. (1), were solved using preconditioned bi-138 

conjugate gradient solver (PBICG). As preconditioner the incomplete LU (DILU) was 139 

used for the momentum equations eq. (1) . More details on temporal discretization and 140 

time integration is available in (Moukalled et al. 2016). 141 
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DEM equations 142 

The DEM equations solve Newton’s second law for each spherical particle to 143 

calculate the translation and rotation. For every 𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡ℎ  particle eqs. (9), and (10) are solved. 144 

𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖
𝑑𝑑𝒖𝒖𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖
𝑑𝑑𝜕𝜕 = 𝑭𝑭𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖 + �𝑭𝑭𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 

𝑛𝑛

𝑗𝑗=1

+ 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝒈𝒈  
(9) 
 

 145 

𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖
𝑑𝑑𝝎𝝎𝑖𝑖

𝑑𝑑𝜕𝜕 = �𝑴𝑴𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 

𝑛𝑛

𝑗𝑗=1

  
(10) 
 

Where 𝒖𝒖𝑝𝑝, 𝝎𝝎𝑖𝑖  are the particle translational and rotational velocity respectively, 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 is 146 

the rotational inertia, 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖  is the particle mass and 𝑴𝑴𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗  is the torque applied from the 147 

tangential contact of the neighbouring 𝑗𝑗𝑡𝑡ℎ  particle or wall  (Zhu et al. 2007) 148 

The second term on the right hand side of eq. (9) is the force on the 𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡ℎ  particle from 149 

the collisions of the neighbouring 𝑛𝑛 particles, while the contribution from gravity is 150 

represented by the third term. 151 

The force from the fluid on the particles 𝑭𝑭𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖 in eq. (9) was modelled as the combined 152 

contribution of drag force, pressure gradient force and buoyancy force in eq. (11). Other 153 

forces such as the inertia and Basset force are neglected, similar to other investigators 154 

using similar models as these contributions were considered small for finer sediments 155 

(Liu et al. 2016), (Pedinotti et al. 1992) and difficult to correctly compute (Schmeeckle 156 

2014). 157 

𝑭𝑭𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖 =  𝑭𝑭𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 + 𝑭𝑭𝑃𝑃𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖 + 𝑭𝑭𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖 (11) 
 

The drag force contribution 𝐹𝐹𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖  is modelled as: 158 

 𝑭𝑭𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 =
1
8𝜋𝜋𝜌𝜌𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

2�𝒖𝒖 − 𝒖𝒖𝒑𝒑�(𝒖𝒖− 𝒖𝒖𝒑𝒑) 
(12) 
 

Where d is the diameter of the particle, 𝜌𝜌 is the density of water, 𝒖𝒖 is the resolved velocity 159 

vector and 𝒖𝒖𝒑𝒑 is the velocity vector of the particle. 𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑  is the drag coefficient defined by a 160 

modified Schiller-Naumann model presented in (Schmeeckle 2014) for application in 161 

sediment transport defined as: 162 

𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑 = �0.9 +
4.8
�𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝

�
2

 
(13) 
 

Where 𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝 is the particle Reynolds number: 163 

𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝 =
�𝒖𝒖 − 𝒖𝒖𝒑𝒑�𝑑𝑑

𝜈𝜈  
(14) 
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A force balance was set-up for, gravity, buoyancy and the specified drag force that 164 

estimated the fall velocity. With the specified sediment grain, this gave a fall velocity of 165 

0.008 m/s.  Using Soulsbys empirical formula, (Soulsby 1997), gave 0.009 m/s. This 166 

made us confident that the method described in (Schmeeckle 2014) well represented the 167 

drag force. 168 

From eq. (11) 𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖 is the pressure gradient force contribution: 169 

𝑭𝑭𝑃𝑃𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖 =  −𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖  ∇𝜕𝜕  (15) 
 

Where 𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 is the volume of the 𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡ℎparticle and 𝜕𝜕 is the pressure linearly interpolated to the 170 

particle centre from the CFD grid. Lastly, the buoyancy force contribution 𝑭𝑭𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖  in eq. (11) 171 

is: 172 

𝑭𝑭𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖 =  −𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖(𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠 − 𝜌𝜌)𝒈𝒈  (16) 
 

Where 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠  is the particle density and 𝒈𝒈 is the gravity vector.  173 

The force contribution from collisions between other particles and walls are 174 

modelled with a spring and dashpot type model accounting for the normal and tangential 175 

components. Details of the Hertz–Mindlin formulation used can be found in (Zhu et al. 176 

2007). The basset force was not included in eq. (11). However it should be emphasized 177 

that research, (Bombardelli et al. 2008), indicate that it can have a significant effect on 178 

particle paths. 179 

The purpose of the model is to use the particles more like tracer to highlight the 180 

sediment transport mechanisms.  Therefore, the model is very basic in this respect and 181 

does not go into details of comprehensive modelling of for instance particle-particle and 182 

particle-wall interactions. 183 

 184 

Boundary conditions 185 

 The applied boundary conditions on the geometry presented include cyclic 186 

conditions which pair the ‘IN’ and ‘OUT’ boundaries as well the ‘SIDE 1’ and ‘SIDE 2’ 187 

boundaries for all hydrodynamic variables. The ‘TOP’ boundary is modelled with a slip 188 

condition that models the surface as a solid frictionless boundary, while the ‘BOTTOM’ 189 

boundary is modelled as a solid no-slip boundary, see Figure 1. 190 

Refinement in the vertical direction was geometrically graded with finer cells 191 

towards the friction no-slip boundary BOTTOM and WALL, where the cell centre of the 192 
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first cell was positioned within the viscous sub-layer. As the viscous sub-layer was 193 

resolved the dynamic LES Model does not need the use of ad hoc damping functions. 194 

Boundary conditions for DEM 195 

Boundary conditions for the DEM model apply ‘periodic’ conditions on the ‘IN’, 196 

’OUT’, ‘SIDE 1’ and ‘SIDE 2’ boundaries, this means that for example, a particle leaving 197 

the ‘OUT’ boundary will re-enter the domain via the ‘IN’ boundary. The ‘BOTTOM’ 198 

boundary is applied as a solid wall to the particles. The grain diameter of the particles 199 

was set to 𝑑𝑑 = 0.14 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, resembling fine sand sediment, with a density of 2000 kg/m3 200 

Other parameters were based on values provided by (Schmeeckle 2014). 201 

 202 

Computational domain and meshing strategy 203 

Cavity tests 204 

To initiate the study of removal of sediment from an armour layer, a simple cavity 205 

geometry was set up as presented in Figure 2. The hydraulically smooth boundary layer  206 

was applied with the addition of a square cavity in the centre of the bottom. Sediment 207 

particles were placed at the bottom of the cavity, in order to observe the removal and 208 

identify the responsible fluid mechanisms. The figure illustrates the main mean flow 209 

structures within the cavity. Similar to the classical cavity flow problem, a clockwise 210 

vortex is formed from the shear of the passing boundary layer overhead. Due to the depth 211 

of the channel, a secondary (weaker) vortex is formed which makes contact to the bottom 212 

of the cavity. 213 

The depth of the cavity, 𝐷𝐷𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐, as presented in Figure 2 was calculated as 214 

𝐷𝐷𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐 =  0.7𝐷𝐷 relating to the height of a theoretical wall of a layer comprising of stones 215 

of diameter  𝐷𝐷 = 0.0385𝑚𝑚. Stones of this size were used in the study (Test14 - (Sumer 216 

et al. 2001)) to study suction removal of sediment between armour stones in a current. 217 

The width was selected as a quarter of the total diameter of the stone, this was based on 218 

the work of (Dixen et al. 2008), where the ratio 𝐺𝐺/𝐷𝐷 = 0.25 of gap width to depth of an 219 

arrangement of square blocks gave equivalent protection to a layer comprising of real 220 

stones. It should be noted that this was attained from experiments under oscillating 221 

conditions; however, these dimensions were used as a starting point for the cavity 222 

geometry.  223 
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The water depth was 0.06 m and also 0.06 in the transverse direction. The length in 224 

the flow direction was 0.116 m. The cavity was 0.027 m deep and 0.00963m wide. The 225 

Reynolds number was Re = 20000. The cavity was resolved with 236991= 144417 226 

cells. A total number of computational hexagonal cells of 1376481 resolved the total 227 

domain. The grid was stretched towards the channel bottom where the ∆z = 0.0002 m. 228 

15000 sediment particles were placed in the bottom of the cavity. 229 

Spherical Armour Layer 230 

The spherical elements were placed in a closely packed configuration as presented 231 

in Figure 3, similar to the experimental setup of (Defina 1996), where the low-speed wall 232 

streaks were investigated over a rough bed.   233 

Dimensions for the channel are 7𝐷𝐷 × 4𝐷𝐷 × 3𝐷𝐷 in the stream wise, lateral and 234 

vertical directions respectively. The diameter of the cross-section of the diameter of the 235 

spheres is 𝐷𝐷 = 0.0385m. These dimensions are inadequate to resolve several low-speed 236 

wall streaks, where the distance between the streaks 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠+~(1000) for a hydraulically rough 237 

wall, of roughness height (𝑘𝑘) is roughly equal to (Grass et al. 1991): 238 

𝜆𝜆/𝑘𝑘 ≈ 3 (17) 
The small domain was constructed due to limited computing resources, required to 239 

solve the large domain that would accommodate a few low-speed streaks. Despite this, 240 

the present small model was still able to reproduce reasonable turbulence statistics as 241 

presented in the results chapter. 242 

The computational mesh was constructed using OpenFOAM’s automatic mesh 243 

generator snappyHexMesh. This produces a mesh with predominantly hexahedral 244 

elements. The surface of the roughness elements is input to snappyHexMesh as a CAD 245 

Stereolithography (.stl) file.  246 

Figure 4 shows a close-up of the mesh from the side, where the grading of the 247 

elements in the vertical direction have the smallest elements in the vicinity of the 248 

theoretical wall (Δ𝑦𝑦 = 0.7𝐷𝐷). This meshing strategy was adopted in order to resolve the 249 

steep gradient of the mean velocity profile. Conforming of the elements to the rounded 250 

surface of the sphere by ‘snapping’ was avoided as to not reduce the quality of the overall 251 

mesh, the jagged surface of the individual spherical elements was deemed accepted for 252 

the present model investigation. The immersed boundary model as used in for instance 253 

(Jensen et al. 2017), could have alternatively been used for the description of the stone 254 
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spheres. However, due to the large computational resource of the LES runs, and the 255 

potential further optimisation of the immersed boundary method in parallel, we decided 256 

that the initial investigations to be carried out using established and standard methods 257 

readily implemented in OpenFOAM.  258 

The mesh used for the current model comprised of 5 million cells which were 259 

distributed over 64 computational cores on a high performance cluster. The Reynolds 260 

number was 60000 and 22000 based on depth h, mean velocity and viscosity. The finest 261 

grid with smallest cells located around the spheres had grid resolution of  Δ𝑧𝑧+ = 2.0 for 262 

the low speed flow and  Δ𝑧𝑧+ = 14.0. In the two horizontal directions grid spacing was 263 

the double. Further away from the spheres the grid size was twice as large in each 264 

direction. 265 

The DEM mesh also used periodic conditions for the channel sides, with bed and 266 

stone geometry as solid walls. The fluid flow was simulated without coupling to the DEM 267 

model until converged turbulent statistics were attained. The time step was 0.0003 s. The 268 

total simulation time with fully developed flow was 400 s for the low flow case and 269 

around 20 s for the high flow case. Through autocorrelation analyses, this was found 270 

sufficient, and even considered to the safe side. The statistics of turbulent fluctuations 271 

were used as the final documentation. 272 

Results 273 

Driven cavity 274 

Figure 5 shows a sequence of vertical slices of the channel and cavity where vectors 275 

showing velocity fluctuation, derived from Reynolds decomposition are presented. 276 

Sweep and ejection events are highlighted by light and dark contours respectively from 277 

the shear flow above the cavity. Surface-bound streamlines show the flow pattern within 278 

the cavity with the direction arrows. The figure plots instances of successive penetrating 279 

sweep events into the upstream end of the cavity. The snapshots show the development 280 

of the flow within the cavity, especially the lower anti-clockwise rotating bottom vortex. 281 

Frame C) of the sequence shows a direct path from the entrance point of the fluid at the 282 

top of the cavity to the bottom. 283 

 284 
Figure 6 shows a snapshot of Figure 5 after C), where the developed flow formation 285 

starts to entrain the bottom particles into the bottom anti-clockwise vortex. The particles 286 
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are transported toward the wall, and as they interact and roll over each other are more 287 

exposed to the bottom vortex, where they are transported towards the downstream end of 288 

the cavity. Figure 7 shows the sediment transported from the bottom vortex to the upper 289 

vortex of the cavity. Particles are ‘sucked’ out of the cavity by a passing ejection event, 290 

marked by the dark contours.  291 

The experiments of (Sumer et al. 2001) provided a criteria for the initiation of 292 

suction removal of sediment between armour stones exposed to current only flow 293 

conditions. Figure 8 plots the data from the experiments with respect to the Shields 294 

parameter, 𝜃𝜃 =
𝑢𝑢𝑓𝑓
2

𝜌𝜌(𝑠𝑠−1)𝑑𝑑
, for the sediment grains, and the ratio of sediment grains to armour 295 

stone diameter, 𝑑𝑑/𝐷𝐷 . Cases for the cavity outlined in this section are plotted for a scenario 296 

where sediment grains were removed from the cavity, fulling the ‘suction’ criteria and a 297 

case where no grains were removed (‘no suction’). The case of a flatbed where the ratio, 298 
𝑑𝑑
𝐷𝐷� = 1, equivalent to sediment transport of a flat bed with no armouring effect. 299 

Spherical Armour Layer 300 

Model Setup and Validation 301 

A body force was used to drive the flow and was calculated by eq. (3), where the 302 

flow depth (ℎ = 0.08855 𝑚𝑚) was determined by taking the total channel height (3 D) 303 

away from the estimated theoretical bed level (0.7D), as used in (Sumer et al. 2001) for 304 

stones of similar size. Two flows were simulated one of a very rough hydraulic roughness 305 

where 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠+  ≅  1600 and one of moderate roughness 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠+  ≅  230, where 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠+ =
𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑓𝑓
𝜈𝜈

 . Due to 306 

the non-uniform geometry, the flow was sampled over seven evenly spaced probes, such 307 

that a spatial and temporal average could be performed. 308 

The fit of the spatially and temporal averaged velocity profile to the following rough 309 

logarithmic law: 310 

𝑢𝑢
𝑢𝑢𝑓𝑓

=
1
𝜅𝜅 ln�

30(𝑦𝑦′ + 𝛥𝛥𝑦𝑦)
𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠

� 
(18) 

where 𝛥𝛥𝑦𝑦 is the shift of the vertical axis from the bed to the theoretical wall, where the 311 

shift is determined to form the largest logarithmic layer and 𝑦𝑦′ is the vertical coordinate 312 

from the bed and 𝑦𝑦 = 𝑦𝑦′ + 𝛥𝛥𝑦𝑦 is the distance from the theoretical wall. The Nikuradse 313 

sand equivalent roughness 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠 was also determined from the logarithmic fit, where the 314 

value 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠
𝐷𝐷

=  0.78 was determined for 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠+ = 230 , (intercept from Figure 10), values from 315 
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other investigators for spherical layers include 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠
𝐷𝐷

=  0.82 (Grass et al. 1991), 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠
𝑘𝑘

=  0.77 316 

(Singh et al. 2007), and 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠
𝐷𝐷

=  0.67 (Defina 1996). 317 

 Figure 9 compares the mean turbulent flow statistics against (Grass 1971) and 318 

(Sumer et al. 2001), for the turbulent quantities. The plot shows two sets of results from 319 

the LES model, one for a non-dimensional roughness height of moderate roughness, 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠+ =320 

230, and the other for a high roughness of 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠+ = 1600. A reasonable agreement is 321 

attained from the calculations. Figure 10 shows a comparison of the simulated mean flow 322 

to a logarithmic fit, which is in good agreement. 323 

Figure 11 shows one dimensional energy spectra at approximately 𝑐𝑐
ℎ

= 0.2. The 324 

spectra were elaborated from time-series in one position above the bed. Other positions 325 

have also been analysed and showed basically the trends in the area where we expected 326 

to be in the logarithmic layer. In this area an inertial subrange is expected to be a part of 327 

the spectrum.  According to Kolmogorov’s theory, (Kolmogorov 1991), (original from 328 

1941 in Russian), the slope of the spectrum should be ~𝑘𝑘−5/3, which in the frequency 329 

space under the assumption of the  Taylors frozen turbulence approximation corresponds 330 

to  ~𝑓𝑓−5/3. In both cases this range can be identified in the figure. This indicated that the 331 

computational set-up including the grid-resolution was sufficient to resolve the main 332 

characteristics of the flow.  333 

Flow Features 334 

As in a case with a smooth wall, the bursting process is evident in the hydraulically 335 

rough wall case where alternating low and high-speed streaks are features in the near wall 336 

region. Figure 12 plots a contour of instantaneous velocity magnitude positioned above 337 

the spherical elements at 𝑐𝑐
𝐷𝐷

= 0.58, which in accordance with (Sumer and Deigaard 1981) 338 

is within the region of fluid ejections for a rough wall, 0.5 < 𝑐𝑐
𝐷𝐷

< 2, , again noting that in 339 

the rough wall case y is the distance from the theoretical wall. From Figure 12 we 340 

observed the presence of a low speed streak by the blue coloured contours between two 341 

higher speed streaks.  342 

Vortices 343 

For a fully rough turbulent boundary layer, turbulence is produced from the gradient 344 

in the mean velocity profile, as well as additional turbulence from the vorticity created 345 

around the roughness elements. 346 
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Vortices created from the fluid interaction with the spherical elements are visualised 347 

using contours of the Q-criterion, (Hunt et al. 1988) in Figure 13 for the flow case of non-348 

dimensional roughness 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠+ = 230. The figure presents an instance in time, where 349 

coherent structures such as a horseshoe, elongated, and a hairpin vortices are visible. The 350 

horseshoe vortex much like the rolled up shear layer observed in front of bottom mounted 351 

monopile exposed to a current, is presented in the figure with label ‘A’. The vortex spans 352 

around the spherical element from the upstream end of the flow. Growth of the vortex 353 

and the ultimate shedding of its legs occur on all the spheres at various instances of time. 354 

The shed legs can be advected downstream and grow to form the elongated vortices 355 

labelled ‘C’ in the figure. A hairpin vortex, which is a common feature of turbulent 356 

boundary layers in the near wall region, is also presented with label ‘B’. 357 

These vortex structures were also identified by the work of (Bomminayuni and 358 

Stoesser 2011), where LES modelling of rough boundary layers was also performed. It 359 

should be noted that the structures presented were harder to identify in the case of the 360 

higher roughness flow, 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠+ = 1600, where the vorticity appeared to be more homogenous 361 

in shape, possibly due to the larger coherent structures breaking apart from the increased 362 

flow velocities. 363 

Sweep and ejection events 364 

At the near wall region of a turbulent boundary layer, the so-called bursting process 365 

takes place (Grass 1971; Offen and Kline 1975), which describes the near wall exchange 366 

of momentum with bursts of low-speed wall streaks up to the upper layers of the boundary 367 

layer preceded by downward directed sweep events. Turbulent events were identified via 368 

quadrant analysis. (Willmarth and Lu 1972) showed that you can categorise these 369 

turbulent events into four categories or quadrants (Q1-Q4) based upon the correlation of 370 

the fluctuations. The methodology can be used to highlight such structures in the flow 371 

integral to the Reynolds Stresses. 372 

Figure 14 a) plots an instantaneous velocity slice at 𝑐𝑐
𝐷𝐷

= 0.5, where the mean flow 373 

is going from left to right for the flow conditions 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠+ = 1600. The armour spheres 374 

underneath the contour are visible by dashed grey lines. A streak of relatively high 375 

momentum is indicated in the upper part of the plot with the yellow contours above a 376 

streak of low momentum plotted in blue.  377 
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Figure 14 b) plots the contours for fluid that is correlated with a sweep event (𝑢𝑢′ >378 

0 & 𝑣𝑣′ < 0), where high momentum is directed towards the stone cover. This, as expected 379 

is manly in the region of the yellow contours presented in Figure 14 A) and C), in contrast, 380 

plots contours highlighting the fluid which is correlated to an ejection event (𝑢𝑢′ <381 

0 & 𝑣𝑣′ > 0), where low momentum fluid from the near wall is ejected to the upper layers 382 

of the flow. Similarly, the contours from Figure 14 C), are aligned to the low-speed 383 

streaks presented in Figure 14 A). This provides evidence that the bursting process is still 384 

present at very high roughness flows where 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠+ >   1000.  385 

PIV measurements of flow over stone cover by (Detert et al. 2010), also show the 386 

existence of streaks at roughness values above 1000. These streaks are however more 387 

clearly defined in the lower roughness range 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠+ ≅ 200 − 300. Therefore, the existence 388 

of these turbulent structures will result in the exchange of fluid within the stones cover, 389 

as was presented in the previous section of turbulent flow above a cavity. This would also 390 

have expected implications to the entrainment, suspension and re-deposition of finer 391 

sediments of which the spherical armour is used to shield. (Singh et al. 2007) showed 392 

from their DNS simulations over a rough bed a high level of mixing below the midplane 393 

of the roughness element and the fluid flow above. 394 

Penetration of Turbulence 395 

The following section will detail the penetration of turbulent events into the stone 396 

cover layer. It earlier was shown that entrainment of the sediments at the bottom of a 397 

square cavity was from the penetration of sweep events from the turbulent flow above. 398 

Sweep events were able to penetrate the cavity where it coincided with the mean flow at 399 

the upstream end of the cavity. Similarly, in the case of the spherical armour layer, we 400 

first identify the time-averaged flow patterns around the roughness elements. Figure 15 401 

shows a stream-wise cross-section slice with projected streamlines onto the contour 402 

surface. The figure highlights the point of stagnation ‘A’ in the front of the spherical 403 

element, separation of the flow towards the back ‘B’ and ‘C’ a circulating flow field. Red 404 

arrows are used to highlight the direction of the flow, showing the parting of the flow 405 

from the stagnation point. The density of the streamlines indicate the speeding up of fluid 406 

which is visible above the spheres.  407 

Figure 16 shows lateral cross sections in front of and behind spherical elements, 408 

plotting streamlines of the time-averaged mean flow, where the streamwise direction is 409 
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into the page. From Figure 16 a) the flow pattern upstream of a sphere is presented, 410 

shedding light on the flow pattern within the cavity in front of it. The location of the 411 

stagnation point labelled ‘A’ in Figure 15 is shown again in the figure, as well as the 412 

circulating feature from Figure 15 labelled ‘C’. It can be observed from the highlighted 413 

red arrows a downward directed path towards the bed of the mean flow from the edges 414 

around the sides of the cavity. This feature is labelled ‘D’ in the figure. Similarly, Figure 415 

16 b) plots contours for the mean flow downstream of the spheres. Label ‘E’ on the figure 416 

denotes the mean edge of the separating shear layer identified in Figure 15 with label ‘B’. 417 

The red arrows highlight the direction of the mean circulating flow patterns in the back 418 

of the sphere. 419 

With regard to potential entry points for downward directed turbulence into the 420 

cavities between the spheres, could most likely occur at points coinciding with downward 421 

directed mean flow patterns. Such points could be around the stagnation point denoted by 422 

‘A’ in Figure 16 a), enhancing the downwards directed flow denoted ‘D’. From Figure 423 

16 b), in the downstream cavity downwards directed turbulence could enter via the sides 424 

forcing a downwards directed flow pattern.    425 

Figure 17 demonstrates the penetration of high momentum into a cavity. This plot 426 

is for the high roughness flow of 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠+ = 1600, at the same time instance as Figure 14, 427 

plotting a lateral slice along the stream wise direction x=0.08m (Figure 14). The figure 428 

shows contours of instantaneous velocity magnitude, illustrating a clear path from the 429 

sweep event (Figure 14 B)), entering the cavity to the left hand side of Figure 16. The 430 

injection of fluid into the cavity shows a clear path coinciding with the mean flow 431 

presented in Figure 16 a), where the flow enters around point ‘A’ and reaches the bed by 432 

enhancing the flow from fluid structure ‘D’ labelled in Figure 16 a). The cavity to the 433 

right in Figure 17, shows the ejection of fluid linking to the ejection event. It can be 434 

observed from the projected streamlines that the sweep event reaches the bottom, having 435 

the potential to entrain fine sediments resting at the bed.  436 

Figure 18 plots 3D streamlines showing the penetration of fluid into the 437 

downstream cavity, of which the mean flow was depicted in Figure 16 b). The figure 438 

shows the same time instance of the instantaneous velocity as in the previous Figure 14  439 

and Figure 17. Here the fluid enters to the side of the cavity and is then pulled out in 440 

correspondence to the ejection event overhead. This has also been illustrated on the right 441 
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hand side of Figure 17. As opposed to the penetrating event depicted in the upstream 442 

cavity in Figure 17, the penetration in the downstream cavity in Figure 18 does not appear 443 

to reach the bed, as shown in the side view of the 3D streamlines in the figure. The 444 

implication to sediment transport is that such a flow field could eject suspended sediments 445 

from the stone cover, however, may less likely entrain the sediment from the bed into 446 

suspension. 447 

Sediment Transport 448 

Spherical particles of size, 𝑑𝑑 = 0.2 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚,  were seeded on the bottom of the bed 449 

between the armour layers spheres of size, 𝐷𝐷 = 0.0385 𝑚𝑚. These particles were applied 450 

to fully developed high roughness flow where 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠+ = 1600. The sediment grains have a 451 

Shields parameter of, 𝜃𝜃 = 1.2, which in accordance to the suction criteria presented in 452 

(Sumer et al. 2001) is a state where suction of the finer sediment does not occur but 453 

movement does.  454 

Figure 19 shows a sequence of entrainment of the particles (shown in black) from 455 

the time instance of the flow depicted previously in Figure 14 , Figure 17 and Figure 18. 456 

Contours are plotting vertical instantaneous velocity, where downward directed fluid is 457 

highlighted in blue. It can be observed from the figure that the sediment starts to spread 458 

in circular patterns around downward directed fluid. From the first figure of the sequence 459 

it is evident that these penetrative events are in spatial correspondence to the sweep event 460 

passing over the stones in Figure 14, and are as illustrated on the right hand side of the 461 

lateral cross section in Figure 17. The sequence shows the penetrating events growing in 462 

size and spreading the sediment in circular patterns. The final plot in the sequence shows 463 

the sediment in piles along the bed. No suspension of the sediments from the bed occurred 464 

in this simulation as expected. It should be noted that for the Shields parameter of 𝜃𝜃 =465 

1.2, suspension of grains would occur on a flat bed without the presence of armouring. 466 

Figure 20 plots results from a simulation using the same flow field as the previous 467 

figure, with particles of size, 𝑑𝑑 = 0.2 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, with a Shields parameter of 𝜃𝜃 = 8.2, where 468 

suction removal would be expected according to (Sumer et al. 2001). The figure shows a 469 

close-up of a cavity, where similar to the previous figure velocity contours show vertical 470 

instantaneous velocity 1 mm above the bed. The size of the sediments in the plot have 471 

been exaggerated for better viewing, and are colours according to their vertical height. 472 

From Figure 20 A) we can see the penetrating turbulent events in the blue contours 473 
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sweeping sediment to the sides in a circular manner. From the edges of these circular 474 

contours, one can observe red contour border indicating an upwards directed flow. 475 

Between the two penetrating events in front of the armour stone (illustrated partially 476 

transparent), suspension is evident from the lighter coloured particles, labelled ‘A’ in the 477 

figure.  478 

These particles are suspended from the return flows from the two events, which will 479 

be applying an upward direct force which exceeds the particles submerged weight. Figure 480 

20 B) reveals the interaction of a third event which penetrated and advected from 481 

upstream. Sediment is also shown to start to suspend in the interacting area labelled ‘B’ 482 

in this figure. It should be noted that this location of suspension corresponds to the 483 

location of the sediment pile formed in the case where suction did not occur (labelled ‘B’ 484 

in Figure 19).  485 

A lateral cross section of the suspending particles in Figure 20 (label ‘A’), is shown 486 

in Figure 21. Instantaneous velocity shows the penetrating turbulent events and the 487 

resulting upward directed return flow in between, where the particles are brought into 488 

suspension. 489 

Suction Criteria 490 

The current model shows the removal of sediment (albeit very small amount) at the 491 

Shields parameter of 𝜃𝜃 = 3.25, which is well below the suction criteria outlined from the 492 

experiments of (Sumer et al. 2001) of 𝜃𝜃 = 6.65 for the ratio of sediment to armour size 493 
𝑑𝑑
𝐷𝐷

= 0.005 used in the present simulations. The reasons for this could be due to the fact 494 

that the experiments use a bed of fine sediment, which act as a porous media. Impact of 495 

the penetrating turbulent events, which initialise suspension from the bed, would partially 496 

penetrate the porous media providing a less pronounced return flow than in the case of a 497 

solid wall in the simulations.  498 

Summary and conclusions 499 

The coupled LES-DEM model presented in this study produced detailed 500 

descriptions of the interaction between turbulent structures and sediment particles. The 501 

analysis started by modelled a deep cavity under a turbulent hydraulically smooth 502 

boundary layer. This model is highly idealised and simplification of flow around armours 503 

layers, but served as a good ‘stepping stone’ to the more complex problem. The 504 
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mechanism of the suspension and removal of the sediment placed at the bottom of the 505 

cavity was observed. Sweep events (downward directed high moment turbulence) was 506 

able to penetrate the cavity at its downstream edge from the turbulent boundary layer. 507 

This entry point is where the cavity aligns with the mean flow cavity vortex, familiar in 508 

the classic lid-driven cavity flow problem. It was shown that successive sweep events, 509 

occurring at this entry point forced a flow path well into the cavity, resulting in the 510 

entrainment of the bottom laden sediments. The sediments were transported to the 511 

downstream edge of the cavity, where they collided and rolled to form an elevated pile. 512 

Removal of particles occurred when the elevated particles were swept into mean fluid 513 

flow within the cavity. Once the particle was close to the shear interface of the cavity and 514 

the boundary layer, it could either be suspended into the boundary layer by a passing 515 

turbulent ejection event or flushed out by the return flow of an incoming sweep event. 516 

The numerical results were in agreement with the criteria of suction removal of sediment 517 

between the armour layer in a current flow defined by the experiments of  (Sumer et al. 518 

2001).  519 

The final part of the study dealt with the more realistic situation of a modelling a 520 

hydraulically rough boundary layer of which the geometric roughness comprised of 521 

packed spheres of diameter 𝐷𝐷 = 0.0385𝑚𝑚. Turbulent quantites and the Reynolds stresses 522 

were determined and compared well against experimental data. Wall streaks of low and 523 

high speed streaks were identified even at very high non-dimensional roughness’s 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠+ =524 

1600 , indicating the existence of the bursting process. The spacing between the streaks 525 

was increased in comparison to the smooth wall as expected from experimental 526 

observations  (Defina 1996). Despite the extents of our computational domain not being 527 

large enough to accommodate multiple sets of streaks, reasonable turbulent statistics were 528 

still attained. Vortex structure formation and shedding was visualised around the spherical 529 

elements using contours plotting the Q-criterion, and observed to be an additional source 530 

of turbulence in a rough wall flow. Mean flow structures between the cavities of the 531 

spheres were identified and instances of sweep structures penetrating into the cavities 532 

were presented. The flushing out of cavities where flow was upward directed and their 533 

relation to low speed streaks above was also presented.  534 

DEM spheres representative of sediment particles were placed on the bottom of the 535 

bed between the armour spheres, in an already developed rough boundary layer flow. The 536 
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initial entrainment of the sediments occurred in circular patches and were associated to 537 

penetrating turbulence which at locations of the cavities where a downward flow aligned 538 

to a mean velocity flow. Grains could be swept into piles between the impinging events, 539 

resulting in greater exposure to the internal flow in the cavity, and potentially suspend 540 

from the bed from the counter rotating vortices observed between two impinging events. 541 

Removal of the suspended sediment from the cavity can then occur from the flushing of 542 

the cavity from a passing ejection event above. Particles can also be transported out of 543 

the sphere layer by transport from the mean flow paths within the cavities, as also 544 

demonstrated in the simpler cavity model described earlier. It was observed from 545 

projected streamlines that the sweep event reached the bottom, having the potential to 546 

entrain fine sediments resting at the bed. Depending on penetration depth of sweep events, 547 

the flow field could eject suspended sediments from the stone cover even for weaker 548 

events.  However, strong sweep events might be necessary to entrain the sediment from 549 

the bed into suspension. In the tests with sediment particles where suction was not 550 

expected to occur the sediment piled up along the bed. When increasing the shields 551 

parameter entrainment of particles did occur, which was in line with the literature. 552 

Future work would extend the computational domain in order to resolve more pairs 553 

of low and high-speed wall streaks in the case of a rough wall. The effect of waves would 554 

be also of interest, this could be simulated in the current model with an oscillatory body 555 

force. In an oscillatory flow, larger accelerations and free vorticity shed from the 556 

roughness elements due to flow reversal, which has a more agitating effect on the bottom 557 

sediments. Suction removal of sediments between armour layers in waves was studied 558 

extensively in experiments by (Dixen et al. 2008). 559 
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Notation 566 

𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑= drag coefficient for sediment particles; 567 

𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠 = Smagorinsky constant;  568 

D =  mean stone size;  569 

Dcavity = depth of cavity; 570 

d =  single particle size; 571 

𝑭𝑭𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖  = fluid force on sediment particle; 572 

𝑭𝑭𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖    =  drag part of fluid force on sediment particle; 573 

𝑭𝑭𝑃𝑃𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖 =  pressure gradient contribution to fluid force on sediment particle; 574 

𝑭𝑭𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖   =  buoyancy contribution to fluid force on sediment particle; 575 

𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑓𝑓)  = One-dimensional energy spectrum in frequency space for the velocity       576 

components 𝑢𝑢, 𝑣𝑣, and 𝑤𝑤; 577 

G =  gap width; 578 

𝒈𝒈= gravitational vector; 579 

h=  height of channel; 580 

ks =  Nikuradse’s equivalent sand roughness;  581 

𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠+ = dimensionless roughness: 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠+ = 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑓𝑓
𝜈𝜈

; 582 

𝑴𝑴𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 = torque from the tangential contact of the neighbouring 𝑗𝑗𝑡𝑡ℎ particle or wall; 583 

mi = mass of particle i; 584 

p =  pressure; 585 

𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝= particle Reynolds number; 586 

t =  time;  587 

s =  modulus of rate of strain tensor; 588 

Sij=  strain rate tensor;  589 

𝑢𝑢𝑓𝑓 =  friction velocity;  590 

u’, v’ = fluctuating streamwise and vertical velocities; y = distance from bed;  591 

𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 =  the filtered or resolved velocity component; 592 

𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖′=  unresolved subgrid velocity component; 593 

𝒖𝒖𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖=  particle i translation velocity; 594 

𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖= volume of particle i; 595 

𝝎𝝎𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖= particle i rotational velocity; 596 
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∆ =  filter width; 597 

 =  von Kármán constant;  598 

ν =  kinematic viscosity;  599 

νt =  eddy viscosity;  600 

ρ = density of water; 601 

𝜃𝜃 = Shields parameter:
𝑢𝑢𝑓𝑓
2

𝜌𝜌(𝑠𝑠−1)𝑑𝑑
, where s is the specific density, 𝑠𝑠 = 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠/𝜌𝜌; 602 
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 1 

Figure 1 Sketch of the computational domain with specification of boundary faces. The 2 

surface of a sphere is treated as a Bottom, and dented wall 3 

  4 
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 5 

Figure 2 Illustration of a turbulent smooth boundary layer over an idealised cavity.  6 

Sediment particles are placed at the bottom of the cavity 7 

  8 
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 9 

Figure 3 3D view of a channel with a bed of packed spheres 10 

  11 
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 12 

Figure 4 Side view of mesh for the channel with spherical bed roughness. 13 
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 15 

Figure 5 Sequence of successive penetration of sweep events (grey contours) into the 16 

upstream end of the cavity. C) Shows development of a clear pathway for penetrating 17 

high momentum from the sweep event directed to the bottom of the cavity. 18 

  19 
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 20 

Figure 6 Shows entrainment of the bottom sediment (black dots) swept into bottom cavity 21 

vortex after the formation of flow configuration in the cavity in Figure 5 C). 22 

  23 
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 24 

Figure 7 Shows transport of the sediment particles to the upper vortex of the cavity and 25 

ejected out into the main body of the flow by a passing ejection event (darker 26 

contours). 27 

  28 
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 29 

Figure 8 Criteria for suction where d is particle diameter, D is the diameter of the armour 30 

stones and 𝜃 is the Shields parameter of the sediment. 31 

  32 
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 33 

Figure 9 Turbulent quantities for a hydraulically rough boundary layer from (Grass 34 

1971; Sumer et al. 2001) and the current LES results for non-dimensional 35 

roughness, 𝑘𝑠 230 and 𝑘𝑠 1600. 36 
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 38 

Figure 10 Velocity plots of time-averaged streamwise velocity 𝑢 and the vertical 39 

coordinate, y from the theoretical wall. A) Moderate roughness 𝑘𝑠 230 B) High 40 

roughness 𝑘𝑠 1600. 41 

  42 
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 43 

Figure 11  Examples of one-dimensional energy spectra for, left: 𝑘 230, , right: 44 

𝑘 1600 at approximately y/h = 0.2. 45 
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 47 

Figure 12 Slice of instantaneous velocity magnitude above the spherical cover positioned 48 

at 𝑦𝐷 0.58 for 𝑘𝑠 1600. 49 

  50 



13 
 

 51 

Figure 13 A time instance of vorticity around the spherical elements using the Q-criterion 52 

(Hunt et al. 1988) for 𝑘𝑠 230. Key structures labelled in the figure are A) 53 

Horseshoe vortex B) Hair Pin vortex C) Elongated vortex. 54 
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 56 

Figure 14 Horizontal slices across the channel. A) Plotting instantaneous velocity 57 

magnitude. B) Contour with sweep event correlation C) Contour with ejection event 58 

correlation. 59 

  60 
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 61 

Figure 15 Stream wise contour slice with projected streamlines (black), plotting the time 62 

averaged mean flow. Red lines with arrows highlight the direction of the flow. A) 63 

Stagnation point. B) Flow separation from the sphere. C) Circulating flow feature. 64 

The non-dimensional roughness was 𝑘𝑠 1600. 65 
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 67 

Figure 16 Lateral slices with projected streamlines plotting the mean flow, viewed in the 68 

stream wise direction. a) View in front of the spheres b) View in the cavity from the 69 

downstream end of a sphere. Red lines and arrows highlight the direction of the 70 

mean flow. Figures to the right show the position of the lateral slice on the left in 71 

relation to the spheres. The red dashed box on the right hand figures related to the 72 

highlighted cavity in the right hand figure. Label A shows the location of the 73 

stagnation point as presented in stream wise plot Figure 15. 74 
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 76 

Figure 17 Lateral slice at the same position as Figure 16 a), plotting instantaneous 77 

velocity magnitude, with projected streamlines. Flow paths from the sweep like 78 

structure presented in Figure 14, penetrating the cavity where the mean flow was 79 

presented in Figure 16 a) and flow path of the ejection of fluid from the cavity to the 80 

corresponding ejection event are highlighted by the red lines and arrows. 81 
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 83 

Figure 18 Streamlines showing the penetration of fluid into the cavity, where the mean 84 

flow is illustrated in Figure 16 b) and the ‘suction’ of the streamlines out of the 85 

cavity. The penetration and suction from the cavity is associated to the sweep and 86 

ejection structures presented in Figure 14. 87 
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 90 

 91 
 92 

Figure 19 Two panels of a sequence of entrainment of sediment particles (black) under 93 

the armour stones in a developed channel flow. The view is from the top viewing 94 

through the transparent stones. Velocity contours of vertical velocity, 1mm above 95 

the bed. A) t=0.02s, B)t=0.06s. The Shields parameter for the sediment is 𝜃 1.2. 96 
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 98 
A) 99 

 100 
 101 
B 102 

Figure 20 Close up of suspending particles near a cavity, viewed from above the flow 103 

looking down. Contours are of near-bed instantaneous velocity in the vertical 104 

direction, (blue indicates wall ward directed flow, red upward directed. The size of 105 

the sediments in the figure are exaggerated for illustrative purposes and are 106 

coloured with regard to their vertical position (black is on the bed, lighter colour to 107 

yellow is suspending. The armour layer of spheres is set to be transparent. Snapshot 108 

B) is 0.2 seconds after snapshot A). 109 
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 111 

Figure 21 A lateral slice taken at the point of suspending particles presented in Figure 112 

20 A). Contours of instantaneous vertical velocity. Yellow arrows highlight the 113 

upward directed flow from the two downward directed events and the suspending 114 

sediments. The mean flow is directed into the page. 115 
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